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VALUES IN LINEAR ELASTICITY 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
E. Reissner suggested in [1] a variational theorem for the theory of elasticity, 
related closely to the well-known Trefftz method. The theorem says, that if the equa­
tions of equilibrium in terms of displacements are satisfied a priori by the admissible 
functions, then all boundary conditions follow from the stationarity of a certain 
functional as natural conditions. Similar method of approximate solution in elasticity 
were presented by D. Rudiger [2]. In the shell theory, a variational principle, ana­
logous to that of Reissner, was established by K. O. HepHtix [3]. 
In the present paper, we discuss the Reissner's theorem within the range of linear 
anisotropic and non-homogeneous elasticity. For the traction boundary-value 
problem the minimal property of the functional and the convergence of any mini­
mizing sequence are proved, which is an extension of a result of [4] . For the displace­
ment boundary-value problem, however, some modification is needed, enabling the 
Reisnner's theorem to remain in force. Then the maximal property of the functional 
on a modified class of admissible functions and the convergence of any maximizing 
sequence can be proved. For mixed problems with separate conditions in the normal 
and tangential directions to the boundary (see [5], [6]) some particular cases are 
shown, in which the kinematic boundary conditions do not follow as natural condi­
tions, unless a modification similar to that of displacement boundary-value problem 
is accomplished. A general condition is established, that is necessary for the original 
assertion on the natural conditions without modification. 
2. DEFINITION OF THE GENERAL BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM 
First let us introduce some preliminary definitions and notations. E3 denotes the 
Euclidean three-dimensional space with Cartesian coordinates X = (xx, x2, x3). We 
call a region Q a E3 L i p s c h i t z reg ion, if it is bounded and its boundary F has the 
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following properties: a) to each point X e F an open sphere Sx about X exists, such that 
the intersection Sx n F may be described by means of a Lipschitz function, and b) Sx n F 
divides Sx into exterior and interior parts with respect to Q. 
Let a Lipschitz region Q c E3 be given. L2(Q) will denote the space of real func-
tions which are square-integrable on Q (in the Lebesgue-sense). W2
[l)(Q) denotes the 
subspace of L2(Q) consisting of functions, whose derivatives of the first order, in the 
sense of distributions, are in L2(Q). Let us introduce the norm on W2
(1)(0) by means of 
| W 2 ( 1 ) ( ß ) (u
2 + UJUJ) áX , 
where ut = du/dxi and a repeated suffix (excepting t or n) implies always summation 
over the range 1, 2, 3. 
L2(F) denotes the space of real functions which are square-integrable on F. 
[W^^iQ)]3 or [L2(F)]
3 denotes the space of vector-functions each component of 
which belongs to W2
(1)(.Q) or L2(F), respectively. The norm on [W2
(1)(-3)]3 is defined 
by means of 
lilil|[W2(i)(^)]3 = llMjllW2(l)(«) lrj!!W2(i)(*~) • 
The norm on [L2(F)]
3 is analogous. Similarly, the space [L 2(0)]
3 is defined. Let the 
body forces K e [L2(.Q)]
3 and the surface tractions P e [L2(F)]
3 be prescribed and 
assume, that the surface displacements are given by means of a function u0 e 
e[W?\Q)Y. 
Suppose that the strain-displacement relations 
( 1 ) Bik = l(Ui,k + a * , . ) , 
the stress-strain relations 
( 2 ) Xik = Ciklm£lm 
and the stress equations of equilibrium 
(3) x f M + Kt - 0 
hold on Q. Here uh siIc and xik designate respectively the rectangular Cartesian 
components of the displacement vector u, the strain tensor £ and the stress tensor T. 
The elastic coefficients ciklm(X) are assumed to be measurable and bounded onQ n F 
and to satisfy the symmetry relations 
V V Ciklm = Ckilm ~ CImik ' 
Moreover, we suppose that 
\p) Ciklm\X) £ik8lm = P<Q£ik£ik 
for every symmetric tensor eik at each point X e Q where a positive constant fi0 is 
independent of X. 
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On the boundary F of the region Q the boundary conditions are prescribed in the 
form of linear combinations of the displacement and surface traction components, 
thus 
(6) AHun + BnTn = Cn 
Atut + BJt = Ct, 
where the suffices n or t denote the components of vectors u and T with components 
Tt = Tiknk in the direction of the unit outward normal n or of the tangential plane 
to F, respectively, that is 
(7) un = uknk, Tn = Tiknitik, 
utj = Wj- - MfWfWy , Ttj = T̂Wjk - Tikninknj. 
The coefficients Aw, At are piece wise constant functions on F whose values are either 0 
or 1, while Bn and Bt are bounded measurable functions defined almost everywhere 
on F, such that 
(8) Bn = pn>0 or B„ = 0 , 
Bt = /Jt>0 or Bt = 0 
with /?„, /?( constant. We suppose that 
(9) An + Bn > 0 , A, + Bf > 0 
holds for almost all1) X e T. Let us introduce the following point sets: 
^ „ = {XeF , B„ = 0 } , f „ = { l E f , 5 „ > 0 } , Tn = {XeT, AnBn > 0} , 
s/t = {X e F, B, = 0} , Mt = {X e F, B, > 0} , Tt = {X e F, A,B, > 0} . 
A set G c I will be called open in F if for any point X0e G there exists an n > 0 
such that each XeT, for which dist (X, X0) < n, belongs to G. Here we denoted 
dist(X ,X0) = [{Xi - x0i)(xi - x0f)]
1/2 • 
Suppose that the sets s/n, s/t, &n, @t, Tn, Tt are either empty, or open in F. 
Furthermore, let the given vector-function i/0 e [ W j
1 ^ ) ] 3 define functions Cn e 
G L2(s/n) and Ct e
 J[L2(s/t)Y on s/n and s/1 by means of (6), that is, by means of the 
relations 
u0„ = Cn on s/n, u0t = Ct on s/t. 
1) That is, for XET— Jr, where .A7" is a set of surface measure zero. 
I l l 
Cn is defined on $n by means of the given surface traction P, namely 
Cn = BnPn e L2«) 
and Ct is defined on &t by means of 
Ct = BtPte[L2(<%t)f. 
Inserting (1) and (2) into (3) and making use of the symmetry (4), we obtain the 
system of equilibrium equations in terms of displacements 
(10) {ciklmultn)tk + Kt = 0 . 
3. REISSNER'S THEOREM "FOR BOUNDARY VALUES" 
We shall introduce a set of vector-functions satisfying the homogeneous equation 
(10) (with K = O) in a sense which is suitable also for cases of discontinuous elasticity 
coefficients. 
Definition 1. Assume that the region Q can be subdivided into a finite number of 
disjoint Lipschitz subregions Qj, such that cmm(X) are continuous in every sub-
region and 
j 
Q n r = Q = (J Qj. Qj n Qh = 0 for j + h . 
/ = i 
Let M0 be the linear manifold of vector-functions w, whose components are con-
tinuous in Q, continuously differentiate in every Q} = Qf u F,., i.e., wf e C
(1)(.Qy) 
for j = 1, 2, ..., J, Wi e C(0)(Q) and for which 
Cmm^i^Um dK = CiklmWl,mnkVi dF (H) cikl wiikvl>máX  
holds for every v e [W*1 \Q)Y-
R e m a r k 1. Obviously, (11) holds, if avfunction w satisfies (10) (with K = O) in 
every Qj and if 
nk[(ciklmwl>m) (Qj) - (ciklmwhm) (Qh)] = 0 
holds for the limits on the interregion boundaries of any two adjacent subregions, i.e., 
for almost all points 
X e rjh = Qj n Qh, j * h . 
In fact, rewriting the left-hand side of (11) as a sum of integrals over all the sub-
regions Qj and integrating by parts, the integrals on rjh cancel out. 
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Theorem 1 (Reissner). Let the traces of functions from M0 be dense in [L2(F)]
3. 
Define the functional 
(12) .#(«) = - 1 í KÍMÍ dx + r T„(u) («0„ - iu„) dT+ 
2 J í? J .£/„ 
Т,(II) (u 0 f _ i U f ) dT + 
•ö^t 
+ 
U„(iT„(u) - P.) dT + f U,(|T,(u) - P.) dT + 
^Tn J&t + Tt 
f £ ( K + i Bn T^) _ c.) dF + f 5 (iuf + \Bt Tt(u) - Cf) dF , 
J Tn Bn J rt
 Bt 
where Tn(u), Tt(u) are defined by means of (l), (2) and (l), the components of displa-
cements ui e C(1)(.Qy), j = 1, 2, ..., J, ui G C(0)(;Q) arzo7 they satisfy the equations (10) 
in the following sense: 
(13) ciklmultmvitk dX = ciklmultmnkVi dF + K^dX 
j -Q j T j iQ 
holds for every v e [W^\Q)]3. 
Then from the condition 5&(u) = 0 the boundary conditions on t%„ and ^t 
follow as natural conditions. 
The boundary conditions on s/n and stf\ follow from there only if 
(14) | pn T„(du) dF + f pt Tt(Su) dF = 0 for every Su e M0\ => 
I j #tn J ^ t j 
fT„ = 0 on s/n and) 
\pt = 0 o n i t j ' 
where p = a -\~ b x r, a, b denote constant vectors, r the radius vector and x the 
vector product. 
Proof. It is easy to derive 
u)= ~ l [ KiVi dX + \ f [ii_ TB(v) + ii- Tf(v) - vB TB(u) - vt Tt(u)] dT + 
^ J Stn ^ J T 
+ ("on ~ u„) Tn(v) dF + 
^ n 
(T„(и) - P„) t>„ dT + 
@n + T„ 
+ ľ (тn(u) + £ - ÿ)vn dF + ľ (и0l - иř) ад dF + 
Ј TA tìn tìnJ J Sét 
(T,(u) - P,) f dT + ґ (V,(u) + "-' - Ş ) , dT 
JśBt + Гt Jгt \ tìt ĽîJ 
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Using the properties of u and v, we obtain (u, v e [W2 l )(^)]3) : 
- KfiidX + [uiTlv) - viTt(u)]dF= [uitkciklmvltm- vikciklmultm]dX = 0. 
J Q J r J Q 
From the assumption on the density of M0 in [L2(F)]
3, we deduce the boundary 
conditions on 3§n and $%t as natural ones. 
Next let us satisfy the boundary conditions on £%n and Mv Then If (14) is not 
satisfied, there exists a vector p such that it holds at least one of the following two 
relations 
pn + 0 on s4n , pt 4= 0 on s/t 
and simultaneously 
« 0 = | Д, T„(<5u)dT + f Р,Т,(ди)аГ = 
J sšn J .c/t 
holds for every Su e M0. Hence the boundary conditions on s/n and s/t are satisfied 
except for a p o l y n o m i a l pn and pt, respectively. 
R e m a r k 2. We can show several cases, for which the necessary condition (14) is 
not satisfied. The most important is the case of 
a) the displacement boundary-value problem, when s4n = stft = F. Then we have 
Pn Tn(bu) dF + p, Tt(bu) dF = PiCiklm5ultmnk dF = 
J £?n J Si t J r 
= Pi,kcikimdulymdX = iciklm(pifk + pktl)Sul>mdX = 0 
JiQ JiQ 
for every O*u e M0 and any vector j) = o + b x r with arbitrary constant coefficients 
a, h. Hence (14) is violated. 
fi) Let Q be a circular cylinder whose axis is identical with x3 — axis, bounded by 
two planes x3 = cu x3 = c2. Let 
ut == u0t ,
v Tn = Pn 
be prescribed almost everywhere on its boundary F. Consequently, stfn = 0, stft = F. 
Consider a vector p = b3k x r, where k denotes the unit vector of the positive x3 — 
axis and b3 is an arbitrary constant. We have 
pt Tt(5u) dT = f [p, T(^) - pn T„(^u)] dT = 
ft JE 
1 Pi,kCiklm<>Uitm dX - p„T„(óii)dT = 0 
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for every Su e /W0, because pn vanishes almost everywhere on F. As pt = p = b3k x r 
on s4t9 (14) is violated. 
y) Let Q be the same cylinder as in the previous case. Denote the two plane bases 
by Fj and the cylindrical surface by F2. Let the following boundary conditions be 
prescribed: 
un = uon 9 Tt = 0 on ri , 
"t = "ot, Tn = Pn on F2 . 
Consequently, s/n = Fl5 stft = F2, s/n u s41 = F (except for a set of surface measure 
zero). Let p = a3k, where a3 is an arbitrary constant. Then we can write 
I p. Tn(ðu) dГ + p, T,(ðu) dГ Гl 
= f p; T;(<5u) d r - f p, Tt(su) dr - f p„ T„(^«) d r = o 
J r J Ei J E2 
for every i5u G M 0 , because f>f = O on Fx and pn = 0 on F2. At the same time, however, 
Pn = ± a 3 o n «̂ n a n < i Pt = ^ 3 ^ o n ^t> hence (14) is violated. 
R e m a r k 3. In Section 5, we shall suggest a modification of the Theorem 1 for the 
case (a), such that the boundary conditions are natural. A similar approach could be 
applied to the cases (/?), (y). 
4. TRACTION BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM 
First let us analyse the important problem with tractions assigned on the whole 
boundary. Consequently, we have 
r = @n = @t, s/n = s/t = <D. 
Let the conditions of the total equilibrium of the body 
f KdK + f P d F = 0, ( r x KdX + f r x P dF = 0 
JQ Jr JQ Jr 
hold. Assume there exists a particular solution u of the equations of equilibrium (10) 
in the sense of (13), with u{ e C
( 0 ) (S) n C(1)(Qj). Let Mt cz M 0 be a linear manifold 
of vector-functions w, for which 
(15) Í 
J I 
w áX = 0 , 
Q 
r x wáX = 0 
Q 
(or any equivalent conditions — see [6], Part II., Theorem II.l and Lemma II.2) 
hold. 
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Let us introduce the scalar product on [L2(F)]
3 
(u, v) = utvt dr 
and define the operator A, mapping Mt into [L2(F)]
3 by means of 
(*•)« ~ ciklmul,mnk ' 
Using (4) and (l 1), we can write 
(Au, v) = ciklmultfnnkVi dr = ciklmultmviik dX = (u, Av) , 
so that A is symmetric. Moreover, the following inequalities hold in Mt 
(Au, u) = ciklmeik(u) elm(u) dX ^ fi0 i eik(u) eik(u) dX ^ 
J Q J Q 
= Cx ui,kui,k&X ^ C2||«| |[V2O>(fl)]3 ^ ^3l"|[
2L2 (r)]3 • 
JQ 
This is a consequence of the Korn's and Poincare's inequalities and of the continuity 
of embedding of W^l)(Q) into L2(F) (cf. also [6], Theorem II.l). Hence the operator A 
is positive definite in H = [L2(F)]
3. Completing Mt by means of the associated 
norm 
(AU ,U )= \u\
2
A = [«,,«/], 
a new Hilbert space HA with the scalar product [u, v] arises, such that Hjcz 
c [W^Q)]3 and 
( 1 6 ) \U\A = C4 | |« | | [ i ra ( i )W ]3 = C5\u\iL2iW 
holds for every u e HA (see [7]). 
Let us seek a function w e HA such that u = u + w satisfies the equations of 
equilibrium and the conditions on the boundary in the following sense: 
(17) veMx=>[ ciklmuitkvltm dX =[ Kivi dX + f PPi dr . 
JQ JQ Jr 
The relation (17) may be rewritten as follows 
(18) v e M i = > cmmwiihvlm dX = \ (Pt - ciklmuhmnk) vt dr . 
By virtue of 
Pi ~~ Ciklmul,mnk G L2(r) , 
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on the right-hand side of (18), there is a functional continuous on HA, because of (16). 
On the left-hand side of (18), we have the scalar product [w, v]. From the Riesz 
theorem and the density of Mt in HA, we deduce that there exists one and only one 
element w e HA, satisfying (17). 
Lemma 1. The functional 
(19) -S-(u) = \ f cmmui>kuhm dX - f K,u, dX - f P,u, dr 
z J Q J n J r 
attains its minimum on the set u © HA, if and only if 
I I " - " I E F P - < » W ] 3 = <>> 
where u is the solution defined by means of (17). 
Proof. Define on HA the functional 
(20) &(w) = [w, w] - 2[w, w] = |w - w\\ - jw|i £ - |w|*. 
Inserting with respect to (18) 
[w, w] = (Pi - c ^ u , ^ ) wt dT 
and wj =- i*| — «,., we obtain 
^(w) = #"(u - u) = 
= ^ / m ( u ~ u)*,* (u - «)i>m dX - 2 (Pi - ciUwu/?m^) (ui - ui) dF = 
= CikimUi,kUi,m dX - 2 ciklmuUkuUm dX - 2 (Pi - ciklmuUmnk) u{ dT + Ft(u) . 
Jfl Jfl J r 
Using (13), we can write 
Hu " ") = f **i»"i,*«i.« dX - 2 J Kiui dX - 2 J P,^ dF + F,(S) . 
J « JQ Jr 
Defining 
^f(ll) = ±[jF(ll - U) - F^)] 
and making use of (20), we obtain the assertion to be proved. 
R e m a r k 4. The functional (19) coincides with that of potential energy, so that the 
Lemma expresses a restriction of the principle of minimum potential energy. 
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Next let us consider the functional ^(w) only on the set M1. Then we may write 
[w, w] = ciklmwlfmnkWi dF 
and consequently 
&(w) = #"(u - ii) = 
= ciklm(u - u)Km nk(u - u)i dF - 2 (Př- - ciklmúhmnk) (u - á) f dF = 
= [cikimnk(ui>mUi - ulmúi + u/jWut.) - 2PI.u/] dF + &
r
2(u) . 
Using (11) for w and (13) for u, we obtain 
Cmm^ÁUum^i ~ "l,m"i) d ^ = ^ i m n f c [uY m (u\. + W,) - (u + H>)/>m u j dF = 
= îum«fe[wi,mwr - w l f W áJ dF = - Křwf dX = - K^uf - u\) dX 
JE JQ Jn 
and 
(u - u) = f ( c ^ ^ u , , ^ - 2P,u,) dF - J K,ut. dX + #-3(«) . 
Comparison with (12) leads to the relation 
m(u) = \[p(u - u) - j^(ii)]. 
From (20) and (16) we obtain the following 
Theorem 2. Let a sequence [un}n
x>
=1, une u © M x be Such that 
lim #(iin) = min 0t(u) 
n->oo v «®H^ 
rhe« 
lim \\un - w!irW2(i)(̂ )]3 = 0 
where u e u ® HA is defined by means of (17). 
In other words, every sequence from ii © M 1 ? minimizing the functional ^(«) 
on ii © HA, converges to the solution (defined in the sense of (17)) in [W2
U)(^)]3-
R e m a r k 5. Theorem 2 is an extension of an earlier result [4]. The proof is based 
on the "method of minimal surface integrals" as was presented in [8], § 47. 
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5. DISPLACEMENT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM 
Let us consider the second particular boundary-value problem, when the displace-
ments are prescribed on the whole boundary F. Then we have F = s/n = s/t (except 
of a set of surface measure zero). Let [W2U(-3)]3 denote the subspace of [Wj l)(&)]3 
of vector-functions, whose components vanish on the boundary (in the sense of 
traces). 
The weak solution of the problem (see [6] II.) is defined as a vector-function u 
such that 
a) u - u0 e {W?\Q)Y, 
b) v e [W?\Q)Y => f ciklmuiMvKm dX = f Ktvt dX . 
JQ JQ 
Denote by T0 = T(u) the stress tensor with components 
Tik\U) — Ciklm 2\ULm + Um,l) ~ CiklmUl,m * 
Let us recall also the principle of minimum complementary energy [5]: The 
quadratic functional 
^(T) = \^aikimxikTim ~ Tikuoi,k) dX 
JQ 
attains its minimum on the set of tensor-functions with all components Tik e L2(Q), 
which satisfy the equations of equilibrium in the following sense 
(21) v e [Ml\Q)Y => f rikvitk dX = f K,v, dX , 
J Q J Q 
if and only if 
||T - T0||
2 = f [rik - Tik(u)] [Tik - Tik(u)] dX = 0 . 
J Q 
Consider T = T(u), u = u + w, we iM0, where u is the particular solution 
introduced in Section 4 and M0 the linear manifold according to the Definition 1. 
It is easy to deduce that T(u) satisfy (21), and therefore T(u) are admissible fields in 
the principle of minimum complementary energy. 
Lemma 2. Let {wn}n*Ll9 wn e M0 be a sequence such that 
lim ~>(T(un)) = ~>(T 0 ) 
n ~* oo 
holds for un = u + w„„ Then 
lim || T(un)- T0|| = 0 . 
n-> oo 
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Proof . Denoting w ==. -J _ UQ a n d 
J Q 
we may write (see [5]) 
(22) ~y(T) = i ( | T - T ( u 0 ) |
2 - |T(« 0 ) |
2 ) = i ( | T - Top + \T(wf - |T (o 0 ) |
2 ) 
and 
j T ( u n ) - T 0 P ^ C | | T ( u n ) - T 0 ( |
2 , 
which is a consequence of (5). 
Hence the Lemma follows immediately. 
If we restrict the functional ~9> to the set u © M0, it may be rewritten as follows 
(23) - ~ > ( T ( u ) ) = (-iciklmuitkultm + ciklmuljnu0itk)dX = 
J Q 
= Kt{u0 - in),- dK + ciklmultmnk(u0 - iu) f dF = :^(u) + K ^ dX , 
J Q J r J Q 
where 0l(u) is the appropriate Reissner's functional "for boundary values". Making 
use of Lemma 2, we derive 
Theorem 3. Let {w„}%Ll9 wn e M0 be a sequence such that 
lim M(un) = - ~ ^ ( T 0 ) - f K,u0i dK 
n-"°° J « 
hOlds for un — u + wn. Then 
lim | | T ( u „ ) - To|| = 0 . 
In other words, for every sequence from u © .VI0, maximizing the functional 0$(u)
9 
the corresponding stress components converge in the mean to the components of 
stress of the weak solution. 
Let us recall the fact, that the boundary condition does not follow from the station­
ary value of the functional &(u), as was'shown in Remark 2 and Theorem 1. In 
order to remove this defect, let us restrict the linear manifold M0 to M2, by a require­
ment, that 
M2 c M0 , w є M2 
г* •i w dF = O , r x w d F = 0 , 
where F* c F is an arbitrary open part of the boundary F (in particular F* = F). 
Denote 
& = {p = <* + b x r; with o, b arbitrary constant vectors} 
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and 
(24) Vp = Le [W^(Q)Y , u dF = O, f r x u dF = o l . 
Vp is a subspace of [JV2
1}(-3)]3- Let us introduce in Vp the scalar product 
("> v)vP = ciklmuitkvUm dX . 
J Q 
This definition can be justified by means of (1), (4), (5) and the implication (see [6], 
Lemma IL2 and eq. (18)) 
\u\Yp = O=>ue0>rsVp=>u = O. 
[Wj1}(-2)]3 is a subspace of Vp. In fact, the Korn's inequality ([6], Theorem II.l) 
yields 
\un - u\lp = C\\un - ulltV.cod,,]. 
for u„ e [^^( .Q)] 3 , consequently the limit of any sequence [uH}™=i belongs to 
WW-
R e m a r k 6. We may always suppose that u — u0e Vp9 because to any particular 
solution u' there exists a vector-polynomial p = a + b x r such that u = uf + p 
is also a particular solution (in the sense of (13) )and u — u0 e Vp. In fact, denote 
concisely the system 
(25) | pdr = 0, I r x pdr = 0 Lpáг'°' I 
by Pi(p) = 0 (i = 1,..., 6) or Aa = O, respectively, where a = (a,, a 2, a3, &lf b2, 
b3)
T. As from (25) a = O follows, det | A | 4= 0 and consequently, the system Aa = c 
has a solution a(c) for cf = —Pi(u' — u 0 ). Then 
Pi(p) + P*("' - Wo) = Pi(u' + P ~ uo) = 0 
holds for p with coefficients a(c). 
Theorem 4. Let u - u 0 e Vp Let {wH}^Lu wn e M2 be a sequence such thai 
l im#(«„) - - " ^ ( T 0 ) - f XjiioidX 
ho/ds for un = u + wn. Then 
iim | |и. - U|| [ (T2<I> (Я)P = 0 . 
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Proof. We have un — u e Vp and 
(26) \u\Vp = |T(«)| . 
Using (22), (23) and the Korn's inequality for un — u, the assertion of the Theorem 
follows. 
Denote 
R = VPQ [w^XtyY 
the orthogonal complement of [PV2
(n(^)]3 by means of the scalar product in Vp. 
Then M2 c R, because M2 a Vp and (11) yields 
weM2, ve[W2
il)(Q)f=>(w,v)Vp = 0. 
Lemma 3. The closure of M2 in Vp is equal to R, i.e., 
M\p = R, 
if and only if for every u0 e [ W i
1 ^ ) ] 3 a particular solution u and a sequence 
{wn}™=1, wneM2 exists, such that the sequence {un}n
K>
=1, un = u + wn, maximizes 
the corresponding functional &(u, u0). 
Proof. Let us choose an arbitrary element O e R. The sum u + O represents a weak 
solution of the elasticity problem with the boundary condition u = u0 = u + O on F. 
Let the sequence {fi + wn}, wneM2, maximize the functional M(u,u0), where 
u0 = u + O. Denote 
F0 = T(u + Q) = T(S) + T(Q) 
the stress tensor corresponding with the displacement field u + Q. The tensors T(u + w), 
with w e M2 , are admissible in the principle of minimum complementary energy. 
Using (22), (23), (26) with u = u + Q, un = u + wn, we obtain 
|r(uw) - F0|
2 = |F(w„) - T(Q)Y = | F K - ^)l2 = Wn - Q\1 - 0 . 
Hence R = My2
p. 
Conversely, let R = Mlp hold and an arbitrary u0 e [W^
l\Q)Y be given. According 
to Remark 6, we choose u such that u0 — u e Vp. Put «0 = S + O + v, where 
QER,VE [W2
(1)(Q)Y- Denote again 
a = u + O^ , F0 = T(u) + F(O) . 
For the element Q a sequence {wn} e A42 exists such that 
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By virtue of (22), (23) and (26), we have 
&K «o) = -~y(T(un)) - f Ktu0i dX = 
= - i( |T(u„) - T0p + |T(v)|
2 - | T K ) | 2 ) - f Ktuot dX , 
J Q 
\T(u„) - T0| = |T(w„ - e)\ = \wn - Q\Vp . 
The sequence {u + wM} maximizes the functional ^(u , u0) and the proof is complete. 
Theorem 5. L f̂ u he such that u0 — u e Vp. Then from the condition 
(u, u0) = 0 
on the set u © M2 , thc boundary condition u = u0 On F follows as natural condition, 
if and only if to any function u0 e [IV2
1}(^)]3 a particular solution u and a sequence 
{ww}^°=1, wneM2 exists such that the sequence (u -f w„}*=1 maximizes the cor-
responding functional 3t(u, u0). 
Proof. On the set u © A12 we have 
Denote du = w e iW2. It holds u — u0 e V and 
5^(u, u0) = cmJulymnk(u0i - Ui)dr 
" , «o) = iklm^l,m(U0 ~ ")i,kdX = (W, U0 - u ) V p 
Let b0t(u, u0) = 0, consequently (u0 — u, w)v = 0 for every w e M2. Using Lemma 
3 and the assumption on the existence of maximizing sequence, we obtain M2
P = R, 
consequently (u0 - u, o)Vp = 0 for all O e R. Hence u - u0 e [W2
1}(-3)]3 follows, 
which is equivalent to the relation u = u0 on F in the sense of traces. 
Conversely, let from the zero variation the boundary condition follow, i.e., let 
(27) (u0 — u, w)Vp = 0 for all w e M2 => u — u0 = 0 on F . 
Suppose that M2 is not dense in R. Then a nonzero subspace N0 cz R exists such that 
R= M2®N0, Vp=M2@N0® [W^Xtyf . 
From the condition 
(u 0 — u, w)Yp = 0 for all w e M 2 
only u — u0e N0 ® [W2
l)(Q)Y follows. Hence it may hold u - u0e N0, u — u0 ^ 
4= 0, i.e., u ~ u0<£ [W2
l)(Q)Y, consequently u — u0 =f O on F, which is a contradic-
tion to (27). Hence M2 is dense in R and Lemma 3 yields the existence of a maximizing 
sequence for any u0, which completes the proof. 
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Souhrn 
O REISSNEROVE VARIAČNÍ VĚTĚ PRO OKRAJOVÉ PODMÍNKY 
V LINEÁRNÍ TEORII PRUŽNOSTI 
IVAN HLAVÁČCK 
E. Reissner navrhl v práci [l] variační větu v teorii pružnosti, odpovídající známé 
Trefftzově metodě. Věta tvrdí, že jsou-li rovnice rovnováhy v posunutích splněny 
a priori přípustnými funkcemi, pak všechny okrajové podmínky vyplývají ze stacio­
nární hodnoty jistého funkcionálu jako přirozené podmínky. V tomto článku je dán 
rozbor Reissnerovy věty v oblasti lineární anisotropní a nehomogenní pružnosti. 
V případě povrchového zatížení na celém povrchu tělesa se dokazuje minimální 
vlastnost funkcionálu a konvergence každé minimizující posloupnosti. V případě 
posunutí daných na celém povrchu je však k zachování platnosti Reissnerovy věty 
zapotřebí jisté modifikace třídy přípustných funkcí. Pak lze dokázat maximální 
vlastnost funkcionálu a konvergenci každé maximizující posloupnosti. Pro smíšené 
okrajové úlohy, s oddělenými podmínkami vve směru normály a tečné roviny k povr­
chu tělesa, jsou ukázány některé případy, pro které Reissnerova věta rovněž neplatí, 
není-li příslušným způsobem modifikována. Článek obsahuje též jistou obecnou 
podmínku, která je nutná k tomu, aby Reissnerova věta platila v původním tvaru bez 
modifikace. 
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